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Visual perception of the world around us is an essential part of life for almost all 
species. Past and current literature tells us that visual information is processed in a hierarchical 
fashion throughout the mammalian visual stream, and yet despite evidence to suggest that the 
avian visual system is as least as efficient, if not more so, than the mammalian visual system, 
how birds solve category and object representation in the absence of a cortex is still unknown. 
The aim of the current experiment was to determine whether birds also display category 
representation, with a focus on avian and human facial representation in three visual forebrain 
structures: entopallium (ENTO), mesopallium ventrolaterale (MVL) and the visual wulst 
(VW).  
We performed electrophysiological recordings from 14 pigeons during a passive visual 
looking task that presented birds with five categories of stimuli: human, human scrambled, 
pigeon, pigeon scrambled and sine gratings.  We recorded from a total of 140 cells in ENTO, 
121 in MVL and 96 in VW. We found no neurons that fired selectively to pigeon or human 
faces in either ENTO, MVL or VW. The MVL region did, however, display the highest 
proportion of category-preference and category-selective cells, suggesting that the region of 
the brain that may be responsible for categorisation and category-learning could lie within 
higher-order visual areas, compared to earlier visual areas such as ENTO and VW. The current 
failure to find face-selective cells (or face-patches) also highlights the need to consider 
alternative computational mechanisms that might underly visual recognition in non-
mammalian species. The use of novel experimental techniques such a fMRI, eye-tracking and 
comprehensive receptive field mapping will be key in uncovering whether birds exhibit single-
cells (or patches) selective for categories or objects, parallel to those found within the 
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CATEGORY REPRESENTATION IN AN AVIAN SPECIES 






Perception of the visual world is an essential part of life for almost all species within 
the animal kingdom. From being able to see predators and prey in the environment to 
recognising members of the same species or group, our brains ability to process the visual 
world around us in a matter of milliseconds plays a crucial role in our survival.  For decades 
research has focused on trying to understand the physiological mechanisms behind visual 
processing. A large proportion of the research on the physiological mechanisms of visual 
processing has focused on primates, in particular monkeys. Although the avian visual system 
is architecturally very different from the mammalian visual system (i.e. birds do not have a 
cortex; Güntürkun & Bugnyar, 2016), birds have a highly evolved visual system that is at least 
functionally as efficient, if not more so, than the visual system of primates. For example, some 
species of birds are estimated to be able to see about eight times as far as humans, a level of 
sight that allows them to spot prey about two miles away, all while flying at high speeds. 
Despite having an efficient visual system, relative to the vast literature that surrounds the 
primate visual system, the functional properties of the avian visual system are less well known. 
The current experiment hopes to shed light on how visual information is processed in the avian 
brain, with a focus on face-category representation.  
1.1. Early Visual Studies 
 
In the mid-twentieth century a cognitive scientist by the name of Jerome Lettvin 
became interested in the field of visual processing and set out to devise new approaches in 
neurophysiology. By attaching electrodes to the optic nerve of a frog, Lettvin and his 
colleagues aimed to determine whether single nerve fibres would display different patterns of 
responding to various types of stimuli (Lettvin, Maturana, McCulloch & Pitts, 1959). 
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Additionally, they hoped to understand what aspect of each stimulus caused the greatest level 
of activity in the fibre. Lettvin et al. (1959) chose to examine the eye of the frog due to the 
uniformity of its retina’s architecture, the lack of movement required from the eye to see, and 
the simplicity of the pathway that connects the frog’s eye to its brain. By attaching electrodes 
to the optic nerve and positioning an aluminium hemisphere around the eye of the frog, they 
were able to simultaneously move objects across the frog’s visual field and record activity from 
the fibres of the optic nerve. Lettvin and his colleagues noted that some neurons responded to 
specific features of a visual stimulus, for example edges or changes in light and movement, 
and proposed the concept of “feature detectors”. They even went as far as to identify what they 
called “bug detectors”, which were cells within the retina that responded when small dark 
coloured objects entered the frog’s visual field (Lettvin et al., 1959). 
Although Lettvin et al.’s (1959) findings were initially dismissed by the scientific 
community, their research formed the foundation for many later studies that examined visual 
processing. The idea that there were specific cells within the visual pathway that respond to 
certain stimuli (or specific aspects of stimuli) and not others led Lettvin to continue along this 
path of research. In the late 1960s, Lettvin originated the term “grandmother cell”, claiming 
that a single neuron selectively represents one complex and specific concept or object, such as 
an individual’s grandmother (Gross, 2002). Interestingly, unbeknownst to Lettvin, he was not 
the first scientist to suggest the concept of the “grandmother cell”. Jerzy Konorski (1967), a 
Polish neurophysiologist, had a few years prior proposed a very similar concept that he called 
“gnostic” neurons. Konorski’s research foretold the presence of single neurons that were 
selective to complex stimuli such as faces, emotions, or objects, and his ideas were almost 
indistinguishable to that put forward by Lettvin a couple of years later. Konorski even correctly 
predicted the existence of areas within the cortex that were dedicated to “gnostic units” and 
further suggested that any damage to these cortical areas would lead to what we now call 
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category-specific agnosia (Ellis & Young, 2013). Indeed, much of Konorski’s research reflects 
the modern-day views on the function and structure of the primate visual system (Gross, 2002). 
Following Lettvin and Konorski, Hubel and Wiesel (1959, 1962, 1965) next took up 
the challenge of trying to understand how neurons in the visual system respond to visual 
information. They focused on the striate cortex, also known as the primary visual cortex (PVC) 
or V1, of cats. Hubel and Wiesel’s (1959) method for studying single neurons within the visual 
system was rather simple and involved positioning the tip of a microelectrode near a single 
neuron. They first determined the receptive field of the neuron, which is defined as “the area 
of the visual field within which it is possible for a visual stimulus to influence the firing rate of 
a neuron” (Pinel & Barnes, 2014, p. 168), and then displayed an images to the cat and recorded 
the responses of single neurons to different simple stimuli. In doing so, Hubel and Wiesel 
(1959) were able to characterise which types of stimuli had the largest influence on the 
responses of single neurons. They further demonstrated that receptive field structures become 
progressively complex as you move through each successive stage of the visual pathway (cf. 
Martinez & Alonso, 2003).  In contrast to the earliest stages of the visual system, such as the 
retina and lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN), the striate cortex was shown to have a notable 
variety of receptive fields.  
Hubel and Wiesel (1962) classified cortical receptive fields into two main categories: 
simple and complex cells. Simple cells were defined as having distinct antagonistic ‘on’ and 
‘off’ regions within their receptive fields, with borders between these regions being straight 
lines (Hubel & Wiesel, 1962). Simple cells were also shown to respond maximally to straight-
edge stimuli, and only when the stimuli were in a particular orientation and position (Carandini, 
2006). Complex stimuli on the other hand were defined by exclusion as any cell that was not 
simple. Complex stimuli also responded best to straight-edge stimuli of specific orientations, 
but their defining feature was they were shown to display position invariance, that is, they 
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responded to any stimulus of the appropriate orientation regardless of its position within the 
receptive field (Carandini, 2006; Hubel & Wiesel, 1962; Pinel & Barnes, 2014).   
Despite the findings of Lettvin and colleagues, and Hubel and Wiesel, into the 1970s 
scepticism remained surrounding the notion of “grandmother cells” or “gnostic units” as 
referred to by Konorski. It was clear, however, that the retina and the visual pathway were not 
simply transmitting light to cortical areas of the brain but were capable of detecting specific 
features of visual stimuli to communicate to cortical areas further downstream (Gross, Rocha-
Miranda & Bender, 1972).  
1.2. The Inferior Temporal Cortex and Face-Selective Cells  
 
In order to understand whether there were regions of the brain beyond the striate cortex 
that processed visual information, Charles Gross and his colleagues published some of the first 
work investigating the visual properties of neurons in the primate brain (Gross et al., 1972). 
Several lines of evidence led Gross and his colleagues to believe that a possible site for further 









Figure 1.1. Location of the inferior temporal gyrus in the macaque monkey. Reprinted from 
“Stimulus-selective properties of inferior temporal neurons in the macaque” by Desimone, R., 
Albright, T. D., Gross, C. G., & Bruce, C., 1984, The Journal of Neuroscience, 4, p. 2052. 
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The IT cortex had previously been established as a visual region from three main lines 
of evidence (Gross et al., 1972). First, the IT cortex receives afferent signals from the prestriate 
cortex which processes visual information received from the striate cortex. Second, lesions to 
the IT cortex have a detrimental effect on visual discrimination learning. Finally, single 
neurons within the IT cortex respond to visual but not auditory stimuli (Gross et al., 1972). 
While these lines of evidence were useful in establishing the IT cortex as a visual area, the 
question remained as to what role it played in visual processing. Previous research had led 
scientists to believe that individual neurons are triggered and fire in response to simple shapes 
and lines, and groups of these neurons were believed to work together to encode a complex 
visual stimulus (Konorski, 1967, Lettvin et al., 1959). By analysing single-neuron recordings 
from within the IT cortex of the macaque monkey, Gross et al. (1972) demonstrated the 
existence of visual receptive fields of inferotemporal neurons. Individual neurons in the IT 
cortex were shown to selectively respond to complex stimuli such as hands and faces, with the 
presentation of a monkey hand producing the strongest response. Figure 1.2 shows examples 
of some of the shapes used to stimulate IT neurons. These large bilateral receptive fields 
seemed to fulfil Konorski’s prediction of “gnostic units”, or Lettvin’s “grandmother cells”, 
where neurons progress in complexity until a single neuron represents on specific object 






Figure 1.2. Examples of the shapes used to stimulate IT neurons. Stimuli are arranged from 
left to right in order of increasing ability to drive a response from the neuron. Reprinted from 
“Visual properties of neurons in inferotemporal cortex of the macaque” by Gross et al., 1972, 
Journal of Neurophysiology, 35(1), p. 104. 
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Interestingly, as theories surrounding the grandmother cell hypothesis lost traction, 
evidence for a subpopulation of cells within the IT cortex selective for faces arose. The first 
full description of a face-selective cell was published by Bruce, Desimone and Gross (1981), 
which showed evidence for cells that respond strongly to monkey and human faces, but weakly 
(or not at all) to all other visual stimuli. Desimone, Albright, Gross and Bruce (1984) took such 
research further by examining the responses of IT neurons within the macaque monkey brain 
to both simple stimuli (such as edges and bars) and complex stimuli (such as hands and faces). 
The aim of their research was to gain a better understanding of face-selective neurons within 
the IT cortex by examining their properties (Desimone et al., 1984). Most IT neurons were 
found to respond to various visual stimuli and hence could not be labelled single “feature 
detectors” in the sense proposed by Lettvin et al. (1959) and Konorski (1967). Many of these 
cells were selective for colour, shape and texture of stimuli, and preserved this selectivity 
throughout their respective receptive fields. A small proportion of IT neurons displayed 
selectivity to hands and faces, and the responses of these neurons were dependent on the 
configuration of hand and face features. Moreover, the selectivity of neurons was conserved 
over changes in stimulus size and position (Desimone et al., 1984).  
The research conducted by Desimone and colleagues was influential in understanding 
the properties of face-selective cells. By removing or rearranging components of the face such 
as the eyes or nose, neurons whose responses were selective to faces were significantly 
reduced. Additionally, when single components of the face were tested, no single component 
alone was able to elicit the same response as a complete face. For example, some IT cells 
responded strongly to a front view of a monkey (see Figure 1.3, image A1), and that response 
was reduced when the same picture was scrambled such that all the components of the face 
were still present but the image was no longer that of a face (see Figure 1.3, image A2). The 
face-selective neurons were also tested with faces that were shown in different orientations. 
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Cells were shown to be maximally responsive to front views of faces, with responses 
decreasing as the cell was rotated to a profile view (Desimone et al., 1984). The high sensitivity 
to front-view faces has been suggested to reflect the importance of identifying a head-on face 
in many primate species due its social significance (Perret, Rolls, & Cann, 1982). Figure 1.3 
(image B) shows examples of a neuron unit that responded strongly to faces compared to other 
stimuli, as well a comparison of the responses when the face was re-orientated. Similar findings 
have also been shown for neurons selective to hands, where if the image is scrambled or 
components such as fingers are removed, responses to the image are significantly reduced 












1.3. Face Clusters and Face Patches  
 
Up until this point the mechanisms underlying the visual perception of facial patterns 
were still relatively unknown. Research had shown that there were some face-selective cells 
Figure 1.3. Responses of a neuron within the IT cortex that responded selectively to faces. (A) 
Responses of the neuron when components are removed or rearranged and responses to human 
face and hand. (B) Responses of a neuron at different orientations and to a random object. 
Reprinted from “Face-selective cells in the temporal cortex of monkeys” by Desimone, R., 
1991, Journal of Cognitive Neuroscience, 3(1), p.3.  
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that could still respond even when certain components of the face were covered, while for other 
face-selective cells in the same area covering these same components could substantially 
reduce (or eliminate) the cells responses (Perret et al., 1982). Perret et al. (1982) displayed an 
interesting effect of covering the eyes of a human face for two different face-selective cells 
within an area of the monkey temporal cortex known as the superior temporal sulcus (STS). 
For the first cell responses were reduced if the eyes of the face were covered, and the 
presentation of the eyes alone was able to elicit a significant response from the cell. In contrast, 
the second cell responded equally to both the whole face and the face with the eyes covered 
from view but failed to respond to the eyes presented alone. The eyes were hence classed as 
necessary and sufficient to produce a response from the first cell, whereas they were neither 
necessary nor sufficient to generate a response for the second cell (Perret et al., 1982).  
The responses of cells were also tested for other features of the face such as the mouth, 
nose and hair. Behaviour of the cells was classed as very heterogenous, with all cells varying 
in the number and to which parts of the face they responded to. Due to the fact that these cells 
responded to more than one part of the face and that most cells responded more to combined 
features rather than features presented alone, Perret et al. (1982) suggested that these neurons 
were involved in the visual processing of a face. Individual face-selective cells have been 
shown to vary in their response to facial features, orientations, identity, and even expressions. 
In turn, it has been proposed that they likely make up a distributed network for facial coding 
(Desimone, 1991). If cells are in fact grouped into areas specialised for a certain type of 
processing, such as facial processing, it may reduce the length of interconnected systems that 
are required within the brain (Cowey, 1979).  
Recent research moving into the early twenty first century has focused on the principles 
of temporal lobe organisation within the primate brain that is believed to underlie the 
representation of objects (in particular faces). fMRI studies have shown certain cortical regions 
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within the human brain that are more responsive to faces compared to other objects, with the 
fusiform face area (FFA) being one region dedicated solely to facial processing (Tsao, 
Freiwald, Tootell & Livingstone, 2006). Up until this point however, no evidence had been 
found to suggest that an entirely face-selective area existed in in the temporal lobe of monkeys 
or any non-human primate. What had been reported, as previously suggested, was distributed 
clusters of face-selective cells within the STS and IT cortex (Bruce et al., 1981; Desimone et 
al., 1984; Gross et al., 1972). Using fMRI data to target possible single-unit recording areas, 
Tsao et al. (2006) had the goal of further understanding the selectivity of neurons within a 
region of the macaque monkey temporal lobe that appears to be anatomically homologous to 
the human FFA (the STS).  
 Several distinct regions which were labelled face patches responded significantly more 
to faces than the other five object categories used (bodies, fruits, technology gadgets and 
scrambled patterns). The most prominent face patch of the many found was labelled the middle 
face patch and was targeted for single unit recordings with the same six categories of images 
used previously (Tsao et al., 2006). Cells were classified as being face-selective if they 
responded twice as strongly to images of a face compared to a non-face image. All but eight of 
the 310 visually responsive cells within the middle patch (97%) were classified as face-
selective neurons. Tsao et al. (2006) even went as far as to measure how much information the 
face-selective cells carry about facial identity and whether they could predict the identity or 
category of an unknown image from the activity the cell produced. The accuracy of these tests 
was relatively astounding, with a 74% mean face identification accuracy and a 100% mean 
face categorisation accuracy. Thus, it was suggested that information surrounding facial 
identity and image categorisation is available within this middle patch of the cortex (Tsao et 
al., 2006).  
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Such findings indicate at least one dedicated cortical area exists to support facial 
processing in the nonhuman primate brain, which in turn could help to achieve a level of 
interconnectedness between face-selective cells that is “necessary to support holistic facial 
processing” (Tsao et al., 2006, p.673). Currently six face patch regions have been identified in 
the primate extrastriate cortex (Tsao et al., 2006). Neurons in the posterior face patch regions 
seem to represent more basic features of a face and process face information in a more 
viewpoint-dependent manner (Tsao, Moeller & Freiwald, 2008). In contrast, neurons in the 
anterior face patch regions seem to represent more complex features of a face and process face 
information in a more viewpoint-independent manner (Tsao et al., 2008).  
Similar face patches have been identified in humans. Quiroga, Reddy, Kreiman, Koch 
and Fried (2005) were able to report on a subset of medial temporal lobe (MTL) neurons by 
taking advantage of patients that had pharmacologically intractable epilepsy, a seizure disorder 
that fails to come under control with treatment. These patients had been implanted with depth 
electrodes in the hopes of localising the focus of their seizure onsets and were the ideal 
candidates for studying potential face-selective neurons. Pictures of different individuals, 
animals, objects and landmarks were presented to participants, and recordings were taken from 
the hippocampus, amygdala, entorhinal cortex and parahippocampal gyrus. Their aim was to 
understand whether MTL neurons can in fact represent higher-level information in a more 
abstract way whereby individual neurons are activated mainly (but not necessarily exclusively) 
by different images (Quiroga et al., 2005).  
Quiroga et al. (2005) found the infamous Jennifer Anniston cell, where a specific single 
unit was shown to respond to all pictures of the actress, but not to other famous and non-famous 
faces, landmarks, animals or objects. A different single unit was also shown to respond 
specifically to images of Halle Berry, with activation extending to drawings of the actress, 
pictures of the actress dressed as Catwoman and even to the letter string of her name. Additional 
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single units also showed invariance to landmark buildings such as the Sydney Opera House, 
animals such as spiders and horses, and objects such as different food items. With this subset 
of MTL neurons showing such selectivity towards different individuals, landmarks, animals 
and objects, these results suggest both a sparse and invariant pattern of encoding within the 
MTL region (Quiroga et al., 2005).   
1.4. Face Cells in Non-Primates 
 
Cells that respond selectively to faces are not unique to primates. Kendrick and Baldwin 
(1987) demonstrated cells within the sheep cortex that also preferentially respond to faces the 
same way as neurons within the primate brain do. Additionally, the responses of these face-
selective neurons were influenced by factors considered relevant to social interactions between 
sheep, such as breed, familiarity, dominance (by breed and size of horns) and faces from those 
who could be considered a threat such as humans or dogs (Kendrick & Baldwin, 1987). Such 
evidence provides insight into the specialised ability for identifying faces in a non-primate 
species and provides an alternative or additional model for studying the neural basis of facial 
processing. The aim of the current experiment is to explore whether “face cells” are present in 
the avian brain, specifically using the pigeon as a model. 
1.5. Current Knowledge of the Avian Visual Pathways and Category Representation  
 
1.5.1. The Avian Visual Pathways. On a behavioural level, categorisation has been 
studied in various non-primate species, in particular birds. Pigeons are currently the best 
studied animal model for categorisation and were actually the first non-human animals where 
the ability to categorise visual stimuli was displayed (cf. Azizi et al., 2019). We know though 
that on an anatomical level, the brain structures that are thought to be involved in the process 
of categorisation between the avian and primate brain are vastly different (Briscoe & Ragsdale, 
2018). In contrast to the mammalian brain that has a layered cortical architecture, neurons in 
the avian brain are organised into dense interconnected clusters of cells with no layered cortex. 
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Despite the absence of cortex, birds are able to perform at the same level as primates on various 
cognitive tasks (Güntürkun & Bugnyar, 2016). Although there are clear differences between 
the primate and avian visual system, research has drawn parallels between the two. Similar to 
mammals, the avian brain has been shown to process visual information through two ascending 











The thalamofugal pathway is similar to the mammalian geniculostriate pathway, 
transferring information from the retina via the geniculatus lateralis pars dorsalis (GLd) onto 
the telencephalic visual wulst (VW) (Ocklenburg & Güntürkün, 2012). In comparison, the 
tectofugal pathway is similar to the mammalian colliculo-pulvinar-cortical pathway, and plays 
a major role in avian vision. Within the tectofugal pathway information is projected from the 
retina via the contralateral midbrain optic tectum and the thalamic nucleus rotundus onto the 
telencephalic entopallium (ENTO) and furthermore the telencephalic mesopallium 
ventrolaterale (MVL) (Ocklenburg & Güntürkün, 2012). In contrast to the primate brain, it 
Figure 1.4. Frontal views of the forebrain and brainstem of the pigeon brain showing both the 
thalamofugal and tectofugal pathways (adapted from “Hemispheric Asymmetries” by 
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appears that the tectofugal pathway is highly developed compared to the thalamofugal pathway 
(Nguyen et al., 2004).  
1.5.2. Visual Wulst. The VW is a dorsally positioned structure within the anterior 
forebrain of birds, consisting of four distinct laminae: hyperpallium apicale (HA), nucleus 
interstitialis hyperpallia apicalis (IHA), hyperpallium intercalatum (HI) and the hyperpallium 
densocellulare (HD) (Bingman, Gasser & Colombo, 2008). Unlike ENTO and MVL, the VW 
is a recipient of the thalamofugal ascending visual pathway. The VW displays functional 
characteristics that are very similar to that of the PVC (V1) of mammals, containing orientation 
selective neurons with small receptive fields that are organised in a retinotopic manner (Bischof 
et al., 2016). In our current study, we chose to examine the VW due to our understanding of 
the region as an early visual area. Although noted as an area that responds to visual information, 
lesions to the VW have been found to produce little to no effect on visual discrimination ability 
in birds (Hodos & Bonbright, 1974). The overall failure in observing deficits in visual 
discrimination tasks following VW lesions has led researchers to believe that the thalamofugal 
pathway may be play a role in aspects of vision beyond simple perception (Bingman et al., 
2008). Within the primate visual system the “dorsal” stream processes “where” information 
while the “ventral” stream processes “what” information. Present research suggests a similar 
dissociation can be made for the avian visual system, with the VW appearing to contribute to 
the analysis of spatial or “where” information  (Bingman et al., 2008; Watanabe, Mayer & 
Bischof, 2011).  
1.5.3. Entopallium and Mesopallium Ventrolaterale. The entopallium is a large 
nucleus within the avian forebrain that both receives and forwards visual information 
throughout the tectofugal pathway. The ENTO region is divided into two regions, a central 
core region (Ec) and a peripheral belt region (Eb) (Gu, Wang, Zhang & Wang, 2002). Similar 
to neurons within the extrastriate cortex of primates, ENTO neurons are characterised by large 
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receptive fields and a selectivity to more complex features of stimuli such as stimulus size, 
direction, motion and wavelength (Krützfeldt & Wild, 2005). Consistent with a structure that 
is involved in visual processing, research has shown that lesions to the ENTO region cause 
various visual deficits such as impairment of visual acuity tasks and pattern and colour 
discrimination (Bessette & Hodos, 1989; Nguyen et al., 2004). The functional and anatomical 
role of ENTO however is still disputed throughout literature, with research suggesting many 
parallels to the primate extrastriate cortex. Hence, our current study chose to examine the 
ENTO region in order to further understand whether, similar to the extrastriate cortex, it plays 
a role in higher-order visual processing.  
Past ENTO, far fewer studies have been performed in the outer regions of the avian 
visual system. The ENTO region projects to several visual nuclear clusters, one of which is 
MVL. MVL has been considered as a region for higher-order representation within the 
tectofugal pathway due to the fact that is receives projections from ENTO across almost its 
entire axis (Clark & Colombo, 2020). However, almost nothing is known about the receptive 
field characteristics of the MVL region or its function. The small number of studies that have 
examined higher-order regions  (Azizi et al., 2019; Koenen, Pusch, Bröker, Thiele & 
Güntürkün, 2016; Stacho, Ströckens, Xiao & Güntürkün, 2016) suggest the MVL region may 
contribute to the visual processing hierarchy of category information in the avian brain, with 
current research only just beginning to unravel what principles underly higher-level processing 
throughout the avian visual stream. 
1.5.4. Category Representation Throughout the Avian Visual System.  It is 
important to note that the mechanisms behind visual processing and cognition within the avian 
brain are still widely debated. However, a large body of research has begun to piece together a 
framework for understanding how visual information is represented within the avian visual 
system. Although research has come a long way in understanding receptive fields and their 
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response characteristics throughout the early stages of the avian visual system, very little is 
known about how the higher-level representation of categories and objects is able to occur. 
Compared to ENTO, fewer studies have been undertaken on the early visual area of the VW, 
and the higher visual area of MVL.  
The purpose of the current experiment is to explore whether the avian brain contains 
category selective cells, in particular face-selective cells, similar to those previously found in 
the primate brain. More specifically, we are examining the role of the ENTO, MVL, and VW 
in category learning and what each of these areas contribute to category processing. We know 
from previous research that these areas are regions within the avian visual pathway that have 
anatomical and functional similarities to the striate and extrastriate cortex of the primate visual 
system, and are hence regions of interest when examining how category information is 
processed within the avian brain.  
1.6. Face-Selective Cells in the Avian Brain?  
 
Two previous studies have attempted to determine whether there are face-selective cells 
in the avian brain, both using pigeons as experimental subjects. Scarf, Stuart, Johnston & 
Colombo (2016) investigated the visual responsiveness of neurons in four areas of the avian 
pallium: ENTO, arcopallium, nidopallium frontolaterale (NFL) and the hippocampus. A simple 
visual looking task was used that required pigeons to respond to a visual stimulus presented on 
the screen within an operant chamber. Scarf et al. (2016) used 12 experimental stimuli that 
included a variety of images such as different shapes, patterns, and most importantly three 
different images of pigeons from different orientations (see Figure 1.5). The stimuli were 
presented for a period of 2 s, and if a peck was made during these 2 s the pigeon was rewarded 
with access to wheat. If no peck was made during the 2 s period, no reward was delivered. The 
12 stimuli were each presented 10 times within a session, and neural responses to the stimuli 
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A 300ms period prior to a peck was chosen was for the following reasons. Ideally the 
recorded period should be when the stimulus first appears but unfortunately, in the absence of 
eye tracking techniques, it would be impossible to know that the bird was actually looking at 
the stimulus when it first appeared on screen. Therefore, the only time one can be sure that the 
bird is looking in direction of a visual stimulus is right before it pecks it. It is also known that 
pigeons close their eyes in the 100ms before making a response, so the final 100ms period was 
eliminated, resulting in a 300ms period from -400ms to -100ms prior to the bird’s response to 
the stimulus (Scarf et al., 2016).  While a number of neurons were selective for some of the 
shapes and colours presented, no neurons in any of the four areas examined were found to be 
exclusively selective towards either of the three pigeon stimuli. Various alternate explanations 
for the failure to find selective face cells were given by Scarf et al. (2016). Firstly, they argued 
it was not possible to know what exactly the pigeons were paying attention to in each stimulus, 
as the birds were only required to peck at the stimulus once it was displayed on the screen. As 
such, it is possible that the pigeons were focused more on the local features of the stimuli versus 
Figure 1.5. The 12 experimental stimuli that were presented in Scarf et al. (2016). (a) horizontal 
line, (b) white dot, (c) white concentric circles, (d) white 4-lobed pattern, (e) white 16-loved 
pattern, (f) solid red circle, (g) solid green circle, (h) image of the ‘Simon’ game, (i) image of 
Paddington Bear, (j) portrait of a pigeon’s face, (k) profile view of a pigeon’s face and (l) profile 
view of a whole pigeon. Reprinted from “Visual Properties of Neurons in Four Areas of the 
Avian Pallium” by Scarf et al., 2016, Journal of Comparative Psychology A, 202(2), p. 237. 
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the more global “face” properties (Romero, 2011). Secondly, the analysis period used was very 
short (300ms), and more importantly it may have occurred after the bird had seen the stimulus 
for some time and therefore lost interest in the stimulus.   
In an effort to address the problems inherent in Scarf et al. (2016), Clark, Porter and 
Colombo (2019) undertook a second attempt at finding face-selective cells in the avian brain.  
As in Scarf et al. (2016), four regions of the avian brain were examined, two of which were the 
same, ENTO and NFL, and two of which were different, MVL and the temporo-parieto-
occipitalis area (TPO). The method undertaken by Clark et al. (2019) was similar to that of 
Scarf et al. (2016) but in an effort to force the bird to attend to more global features of the 
stimuli, a Go/No-Go visual discrimination task that required the pigeons to discriminate 
between two different pigeon faces was used instead of a basic visual looking task. A stimulus 
set of 10 images was made up for each of the two pigeons, hereafter named “Bob” and “Larry”. 
These images were made up of different orientations, scrambled images, occluded features and 







Figure 1.6. 10 stimuli comprising of image set (A) “Bob” and (B) “Larry”. (S1) portrait face, 
(S2) portrait face, eyes occluded, (S3) portrait face, minimalistic drawing, (S4) portrait face, 
scrambled, (S5) profile face, (S6) profile face, eyes occluded, (S7) profile face, minimalistic 
drawing, (S8) profile face, scrambled, (S9) checkboard geometric pattern or sine grating 
pattern, (S10) concentric circles geometric pattern or spots geometric pattern. Figure reprinted 
from “Searching for face-category representation in the avian visual forebrain”, by Clark et al., 
2019, Frontiers in Psychology, 10(140), p.4. 
 
A) B) 
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Figure 1.7 depicts the sequence of events for both the S+ (top) and S- (bottom). Trials 
began with a 5 s inter-trial interval (ITI) followed by the presentation of the orienting stimulus 
(the white dot). The pigeons were required to peck the white dot three times, and completion 
of these pecks turned off the orienting stimulus and initiated a 2 s pause period (Clark et al., 
2019). After the pause period, either a “Bob” or “Larry” stimulus was presented for 5 s. Half 
of the birds were trained with “Bob” as the S+ stimulus (i.e. peck at “Bob” and not “Larry”), 
and the other half were trained with “Larry” as the S+ stimulus (i.e. peck at “Larry” and not 
“Bob”). On S+ trials, the first peck after 5 s resulted in 2 s of access to food. In contrast, on S- 
trials the stimulus turned off after 5 s and no food was rewarded, irrespective of whether the 
pigeons pecked at the stimulus or not. The birds readily learned to peck at the S+ stimulus and 
not the S- stimulus to very high discrimination levels (>90%).  
 
Figure 1.7. Depiction of the sequence of events within a single experimental trail for S+ and 
S- stimuli. Figure reprinted from “Searching for face-category representation in the avian 
visual forebrain”, by Clark et al., 2019, Frontiers in Psychology, 10(140), p.4.  
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The introduction of the visual discrimination task was useful in solving the first 
problem presented by Scarf et al. (2016) where it was not possible to know if the pigeon was 
actually paying attention to the stimulus during the task because requiring the pigeons to 
discriminate between one of two stimuli forces birds to pay attention to at least some aspect of 
the presented stimulus. The orienting stimulus (a white dot) introduced by Clark et al. (2019) 
requiring the pigeons to orient towards the centre screen before the stimulus was presented was 
also useful in that it permitted analysis during a period when the stimulus was first displayed. 
Unfortunately, owing to the quick latency with which the birds responded to the stimuli, the 
recorded period was still only 300ms from 100ms to 400ms post stimulus onset.  
Despite the improvements in task design, and similar to Scarf et al. (2016), Clark et al. 
(2019) found no neurons that fired selectively to any of the face pictures in either ENTO, MVL, 
NFL, or the TPO area. Although the analysis period used by Clark et al. (2019) of 100ms to 
400ms after the onset of the stimulus was likely more accurate than the analysis period used 
by Scarf et al. (2016) of -400ms to -100ms prior to a peck to the stimulus, the problem of a 
short analysis period (300ms) in both analysis conditions still remained. It may be that such a 
short analysis is not accurately measuring the time period in which responses of face-selective 
neurons are occurring during the visual task. Consequently, it is still possible that the neural 
data recorded in Clark et al. (2019) was not representative of true facial processing within the 
avian brain.  
1.7. The Current Experiment  
 
The current study incorporated methods from both Scarf et al. (2016) and Clark et al. 
(2019) in the hopes of improving some of the factors that may have limited their ability to find 
face-selective cells in the avian brain. The present experiment focused on three regions of the 
avian brain, MVL, ENTO and VW. A passive visual looking task similar to that used by Scarf 
et al. (2016) was used, but in an effort to increase the viewing time, a Go cue was also 
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introduced. The task is shown in Figure 1.8. The passive visual looking task went as follows. 
After a 6 s ITI, an orienting stimulus (white dot) appears at the centre of the screen. Three 
pecks to the white dot turns off the stimulus and initiates a pause period of random duration 
between 2 and 4 s. Following the pause period, a random stimulus belonging to one of the five 
object categories (human face, human scrambled face, pigeon face, scrambled pigeon face, or 
sine grating) is displayed during the response window for a random variable period between 
1.5 to 3 s. Pecks to the stimulus during the stimulus period turns the stimulus off and initiates 
a repeat of the same trial from the start of the ITI period. If there are no pecks during the 
variable 1.5 to 3 s stimulus period, a Go cue (grey square) appears in place of the stimulus, 
signalling to the bird that a response is now possible. A peck to the grey square will result in 2 
s access to grain.  
 
Figure 1.8. Depiction of the stimuli (a) and sequence of events (b) within a single experimental 
trail during the passive fixation task. Trials begin with a black screen during an ITI lasting 6 s, 
after which an orienting stimulus appears. Birds are then required to peck the orienting stimulus 
three times to initiate a pause period between 2 and 4 s. A stimulus was then displayed within 
the centre of the screen for a random period of time between 1.5 and 3 s. Any pecks during this 
time initiated a correction repeat trial. Following the stimulus period, a Go cue (grey square) 
was presented and a peck to the cue was required to gain reward from the hopper. Figure 
reprinted with permission from William Clark.  
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The inclusion of the orienting stimulus (the white dot) to the current procedure, as in 
Clark et al. (2019), helps to orient the pigeons towards the centre screen during the passive 
looking task before the stimulus is presented. In addition to the orienting stimulus, the 
introduction of the Go cue helps to ensure that the pigeons stay focused on the stimuli until 
they are required to make a response. The combination of the random pause period and repeat 
of a trial for any pecks during the stimulus period forces the birds to attend to the stimulus, 
withholding responses until the grey square appears. The combination of the orienting stimulus 
and Go cue also allows for a longer analysis period during the passive looking task with the 
possible analysis period now being a minimum of 1.5 s (to a maximum of 3 s). Within the 
minimum 1.5 s stimulus period we do note that we will be unable to know for sure that the 
birds are viewing the stimulus for the entirety of the stimulus period (as we are not tracking 
their eye movements). We are confident however that birds view a stimulus when first 
presented, and hence we will be restricting our analysis window to the first 500 ms post 
stimulus onset. From  the longer analysis period we hoped to display a better representation of 
facial processing within the avian brain.  
The current experiment is an extension of previous work (Clark et al., 2019; Scarf et 
al., 2016) and includes novel methodological changes in the hopes of further understanding the 
mechanisms of visual processing in the avian brain. There are two main potential outcomes of 
the current research. The first potential outcome is that cells that are selective to faces are found 
within the avian brain. If we are to find face-selective cells, it will be the first demonstration of 
such cells in an avian species. Finding face-selective cells will then open up the possibility to 
study how facial information is processed in the avian brain, and further clarify what roles 
ENTO, MVL and VW play in higher-order category-representation. The second potential 
outcome is that no cells are found within the three regions of the brain from which we are 
recording that are selective to faces. The possible absence of face-selective cells does not mean 
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that such cells do not exist within the avian brain, as many more regions and far more cells 
would need to be recorded from to make such a conclusive statement. However, if we are 
unable to identify and locate any face-selective cells or clusters of cells selective for facial 
information, it may raise the question as to whether the avian brain contains a unitary system 
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2.1. Subjects  
 Fourteen experimentally naïve pigeons (Columba livia: X1, X5, X9, X11, X16, X17, 
X20, X22, X23, X29, X32, X39, X40 and LV3) served as experimental subjects. The pigeons 
were housed in a colony room that was maintained at 20ºC.  Each pigeon had ad libitum access 
to water and grit and were fed a combination of corn, wheat and peas. The pigeons were caged 
individually for the duration of the experiment and were maintained at approximately 85% of 
their free feeding weight to ensure effective performance during experimental trials. All 
handling and experimental procedures were approved by the University of Otago’s Code of 
Animal Ethics Committee and conducted in accordance with the ‘University of Otago’s Code 
of Ethical Conduct for the Manipulation of Animals’ (Reference Number: AUP-19-158).  
2.2. Apparatus and Stimuli  
 
All training and testing was conducted in standard operant boxes (see Figure 2.1A) 
measuring 36 cm (width), 32.5 cm (height) and 34.5 cm (depth). Stimuli were presented on a 
17-inch monitor screen with a resolution of 1284 x 1024. A Carrol Touch infrared touch frame 
(EloTouch, baud rate 9600, transmission time 20ms) was positioned in front of the monitor 
which registered the XY coordinates of pecks. In order to prevent accidental activation of the 
touch screen by the pigeon’s body, a plexiglass panel with a single square opening (2.5 cm x 
2.5 cm) was placed in front of the touch screen. Directly in front of the centre screen a food 
hopper was situated underneath the floor, 110 mm below the lower centre hole, that rose to 
floor level during delivery of the reward.   
Twenty different images were used as visual stimuli (see Figure 2.1B). The visual 
stimuli consisted of five different stimulus groupings, with four examples per stimulus 
grouping. The five stimulus groupings were made up of images depicting: human faces (both 
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male and female individuals aged between 19 and 40 years old), scrambled human controls, 
pigeon faces, scrambled pigeon faces, and sine gratings (four different spatial frequencies).  
The human face images were obtained with permission from the FEI face database, 
Artificial Intelligence Laboratory of FEI in São Bernardo do Campo, São Paulo, Brazil. The 
images belonging to the pigeon face category were taken using a Cannon DS126291 (12.2 
Megapixel) digital camera. Human face and pigeon face scrambled controls were created by 
dividing the face images into 15 X 32 square tiles and then randomly shuffling the position and 
orientation of the tiles. Vertical (90°) sinusoidal grating stimuli of four different spatial 
frequencies were generated using a custom written MATLAB script. All stimuli were grayscale 

















Figure 2.1. (A) Operant chamber where pigeons completed the task. (B) The 20 experimental 
visual stimuli. (A) human faces, (B) scrambled human faces controls, (C) pigeon faces, (D) 
scrambled pigeon controls, (E) sine gratings.   
B
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2.3. Behavioural Task  
 
Pigeons were first trained to respond with a single peck to a white dot (the eventual 
orienting stimulus) to receive a grain reward. Once pigeons were reliably responding to the 
white dot, they were trained on the response inhibition task where they were trained to withhold 
responding to a displayed stimulus until a Go cue (a grey square) appeared in place of the visual 
stimulus. The procedure of a typical trial was as follows (see Figure 2.2). After a 6 s ITI, an 
orienting stimulus (a white dot) is displayed at the centre of the screen. Any pecks during the 
ITI extended the ITI duration incrementally by 2 s. Three pecks to the white dot (FR-3) turned 
it off and initiated a pause period of random duration between 2 and 4 s. Any pecks elicited 
during the pause period extended the pause period duration incrementally by 2 s. In order to 
prevent pecks directed towards the ready stimulus from extending the duration of the pause 
period, any pecks that were delivered within the first 0.5 s of the pause period were ignored.  
Following the pause period, the stimulus period began with a random stimulus 
belonging to one of the five object categories (human face, human scrambled face, pigeon face, 
scrambled pigeon face, or sine grating) being displayed within the response window for a 
randomised period between 1.5 and 3 s. Pecks that occurred during the stimulus period initiated 
a correction repeat of the same trial from the start of the ITI period. A Go cue (a grey square) 
was presented following the stimulus period in place on the stimulus, signalling to the bird that 
it was required to respond with a single peck to the Go cue. A peck to the Go cue turned it off 
and initiated the reward period with access to grain from the hopper for 1.75 s, accompanied 
by a 1000-Hz tone and illumination of the hopper. Experimental sessions took approximately 
1 h to complete, and each consisted of 160 trials, with each of the 20 stimuli being presented 
eight times randomly throughout the session.    
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2.4. Surgery  
 
 Once the pigeons were reliably completing the task with an Inhibition Ratio (IR) of at 
least 0.75, stereotaxic surgery was performed to install a movable microdrive into the target 
brain area (Bilkey, Russel, & Colombo, 2003). The IR was calculated by dividing the number 
of correct trials (160) by the number of repeat trials plus the number of correct trials, and gives 
an indication of how able the bird was to inhibit its responses to stimuli. A mixture of Xylazine 
(6 mg/kg) and Ketamine (30 mg/kg) was used as an anaesthetic and injected into the pigeon’s 
legs, and the feathers on the head were then removed. In order to immobilise the head, the 
Figure 2.2. Depiction of the sequence of events within a single experimental trail during the 
passive fixation task. Trials begin with a black screen during an ITI lasting 6 s, after which an 
orienting stimulus appears. Birds are then required to peck the orienting stimulus three times to 
initiate a pause period between 2 and 4 s. A stimulus was then displayed within the centre of 
the screen for a random period of time between 1.5 and 3 s. Any pecks during this time initiated 
a correction repeat trial. Following the stimulus period, a Go cue (grey square) was presented 
and a peck to the cue was required to gain reward from the hopper. Figure reprinted with 
permission from William Clark. 
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pigeons were placed in a Revzin stereotaxic adapter (Karten & Hodos, 1967) and a topical 
anaesthetic (10% Xylocaine) was applied to the scalp.  
The skin overlying the skull was retracted to expose the skull and six stainless screws 
were inserted, one of which served as the ground screw. A hole was then drilled above each of 
the three target areas at positions: ENTO (+AP = 10.5, +/- ML = 6), MVL (+ AP = 10.5, +/- 
ML = 6) and VW (+ AP = 11, +/- ML = 3), and the dura was removed. A microdrive housing 
the electrode was lowered into each hole until the tips of the electrode were positioned above 
the target area. The microdrive was then secured to the skull using dental acrylic, and the 
wound was sutured closed. Xylocaine was applied again before the pigeons were placed into a 
padded and heated recovery cage. The bird remained in the recovery cage until it had returned 
to an active state and was then returned to their home cage where they were given a week to 
recover before experimental sessions began.  
2.5. Neuronal Recording  
 
The microdrives housed eight 25 μm Formvar-coated nichrome wires (California Fine 
Wire, Grover Beach, CA, USA) which were used to measure single neuron activity. During 
each experimental session we searched for activity on any one of these eight wires and used 
one of the remaining wires as the indifferent. The signals were amplified (x2000) using a 
GrassP511K amplifier (Grass Instruments, Quincy, MA, USA) and 50 Hz noise was 
eliminated.  
A CED (Cambridge Electronic Design, Cambridge, UK) electrophysiology system with 
Spike2 software was used to store and analyse the data. Cells were isolated using CED’s 
template matching capacity (thereby eliminating artefacts) sampling at a rate of 20000 Hz. The 
isolated neuron was required to have a signal-to-noise ratio of no less than 2:1 as a selection 
criterion. A separate computer controlled the behavioural task and sent codes to the CED 
system to align key task events. Electrodes were advanced approximately 40 μm following 
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each recording session before being returned to their home cage. If no neural activity was 
recorded from an electrode during a recording session, the electrode was advanced 
approximately 20 μm and the bird was returned to its home cage.  
For the eight birds that were implanted in MVL (X11, X16, X17, X20, X22, X23, X32, 
X39) it was possible to subsequently record from ENTO due to it being ventral to MVL within 
the pigeon brain. We recorded directly from ENTO in two additional birds (X9, X29) to balance 
the number of recorded neurons across MVL and ENTO. After advancing through the entire 
extent of the MVL, the electrode was then advanced into ENTO and subsequent recordings 
were performed through the extent of ENTO (X9: 3300 μm, X11: 900 μm, X16: 900 μm, X17: 
800 μm, X20: 1400 μm, X22: 1000 μm, X23: 1100 μm, X29: 3200 μm, X32: 1000 μm, X39: 
1000 μm). For the four birds that were implanted in the VW (X1, X5, X40, LV3), recordings 
were taken until the electrode was advanced through the entire extent of the VW (X1: 1700 
μm, X5: 1700 μm, X40: 2100 μm, LV3: 1800 μm).  Recording sessions took approximately 
one hour to complete and pigeons completed one session daily five days a week. The data for 
the VW was collected by myself, while the MVL and ENTO data collection was performed by 
Will Clark and Hayley Chapman. 
2.6. Histology and Electrode Track Reconstruction  
 
 The final recording position of each subject was marked when the electrode reached 
the end of ENTO, MVL or VW by sending a 9V current through each electrode for 10 s creating 
an electrolytic lesion. The pigeons were then euthanised using carbon dioxide gas and were 
then perfused with physiological saline and 10% formalin. The brains were then removed and 
kept in 10% formalin for five days. Following this, the brains were then frozen and cut into 40 
μm sections and cresyl violet was then used to stain every 5th section of the brain. Using track 
reconstructions, depth records and the position of the electrolytic lesions, the positions of the 
recorded neurons were located.  
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2.7. Neuronal Analysis  
 
Data analysis was completed using MATLAB (version R2016B) and custom written 
code. For all isolated neurons we conducted three types of analyses using single neuron spiking 
data within each behavioural session. The first analysis we performed was used to check if 
each neuron was viable for further analysis. In order to be included in further analysis, neurons 
were required to exhibit a baseline mean firing rate of > 0.2 Hz during a representative portion 
(middle 500ms) of the ITI period.  
The second analysis then determined whether a neuron was visually responsive (VR). 
If the firing rate over all of the 160 trials in the stimulus period (which was 500ms post stimulus 
onset) was significantly greater (using a paired t-test, two tailed, p < .05) than the neuron’s 
firing rate during the baseline ITI period (middle 500ms), the neuron was classed as VR. VR 
neurons were classed then as either excitatory (if the average response in the stimulus period 
was greater than the average baseline ITI response) or inhibitory (if the average response in the 
stimulus period was less than the average baseline response).  
The third and final analysis determined if a VR neuron was sensitive to a particular 
stimulus grouping, in particular if a single cell fired in accordance to a specific category. To 
do so, we compared the average responses of neurons to each of the five stimulus groupings in 
the stimulus period using a one-way ANOVA. Neurons which had a significant (p < .05) effect 
of stimulus groupings were then assessed in order to determine which stimulus grouping(s) 
were driving the effect (Tukey-HSD post-hoc comparison test, p < .05). For those neurons 
which were classed as excitatory, the stimulus groupings with significantly greater firing rates 
were used to determine the neurons selectivity. In contrast, for neurons which were classed as 
inhibitory, the stimulus groupings with significantly lower firing rates were used to determine 
the neurons selectivity.  
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If the response of a neuron to a single stimulus grouping was significantly greater than 
all four of the other stimulus groupings, the neuron was classed as what we called stimulus 
“category-selective”. However, if the response to a single stimulus grouping was significantly 
different than one, two, or three of the other stimulus groupings (with one being the least 
preference, three being the best preference), we classified the neuron as exhibiting a stimulus 
“category-preference”. For many of the neurons collected the responses to two of the stimulus 
groupings accounted for the significant effect displayed. If the responses to two of the stimulus 
groupings were significantly greater than all three of the other stimulus groupings, the neuron 
was classified as stimulus “category-selective”. On the other hand, if the responses to two of 
the stimulus groupings were significantly greater than one, or two of the other stimulus 
groupings (one being the least preference, two being the greatest preference), the neuron was 
classified as exhibiting a stimulus “category-preference”. Furthermore, in order to determine 
how neurons responded in the pause or reward task period, we compared each neuron’s firing 
rate in the 500ms at the beginning of these two phases with the 500ms window in the baseline 
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3.1. Histology  
 
Figure 3.1A shows the reconstructed tract positions for the ten ENTO and MVL birds. 
The intended tract positions for ENTO and MVL were + AP 10.5 and +/- ML 6. The black 
lines represent electrode tracts recovered from the histology. The red lines indicate an estimate 
based on entry position (from our surgical record) of the tract positions for three out of the ten 
ENTO and MVL birds (X29, X23 and X20) for whom histology failed to reveal discernible 
electrode tracts. Histology results for the four VW birds are shown in Figure 3.1B. The intended 
tract positions for the VW region were + AP 11 and +/- ML 3. All electrode tracts were within 















Figure 3.1. Electrode tract position reconstructions for the ENTO, MVL and VW birds. A) 
Electrode tract positions for the ten ENTO/MVL birds. B) Electrode tract position 
reconstructions for the four VW birds. Note: All electrodes were advanced to the top of the 
intended region before recording began. The following are brain regions as defined by Reiner 
et al. (2004): MVL, mesopallium ventrolateral; ENTO, entopallium; VW, visual wulst. 
A 
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3.2. Behavioural Performance  
 
 Across all sessions, the birds were required to inhibit their responses to stimuli during 
the stimulus period which varied between 1.5 and 3 s. In order to determine how well each bird 
was able to inhibit their responses, an inhibition ratio (IR) was calculated for each experimental 
session by dividing the number of correct trials (160), by the number of repeat trials plus the 
number of correct trials. The IR gives an indication of how able the bird was to inhibit its 
responses to stimuli. An average IR was then calculated for each bird by adding every 
individual session’s IR together and dividing it by the total number of sessions a bird completed 
over the experimental period. The average IR for each bird is shown in Table 3.1.   
 
Table 3.1. Average IRs for the ten ENTO/MVL birds and four VW birds. 
  Average IR 
 ENTO/MVL  VW  
X11 0.849716 X1 0.731146 
X9 (ENTO Only) 0.682501 X5 0.845031 
X16 0.856961 X40 0.810253 
X17 0.807189 LV3 0.607541 
X20 0.504172   
X22 0.652075   
X23 0.712499   
X29 (ENTO Only) 0.500471   
X32 0.639132   
X39 0.625921   
 
 
Three groups of birds could be distinguished on the basis of the location of the 
recordings: ENTO-only birds (recordings taken solely from ENTO: X9 and X29), ENTO/MVL 
birds (recordings taken from both ENTO and MVL: X11, X16, X17, X20, X22, X23, X32, 
X39) and VW birds (recordings taken solely from the VW: X1, X5, X40 and LV3). To test 
whether there was a statistical difference between group means, we first compared the means 
of the ENTO-only group and the ENTO/MVL group. No statistical difference was found 
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between the ENTO-only (mean = 0.591486) and the ENTO/MVL (mean = 0.705958) groups, 
t(8) = 1.17, p = 0.28, and therefore we collapsed the two groups into an ENTO/MVL group. 
We then compared the mean of the ENTO/MVL group to the mean of the VW group. No 
statistical difference was found between the ENTO/MVL (mean = 0.683164) group and the 
VW (mean = 0.739798) group, t(12) = 1.00, p = 0.34.  The average IR for the ENTO/MVL and 
VW group is shown in Figure 3.2. Overall, birds from either group of recording site could not 












3.3. Neural Analysis  
 
3.3.1. General Information. We recorded a total of 357 cells: 140 from ENTO, 121 
from MVL and 96 from VW. We classified cells as either visually responsive (VR) or non-
visually responsive (non-VR) and further classified the VR cells as either excitatory or 
inhibitory. To determine whether a neuron was VR the firing rate over all 160 trials in the 
stimulus period (which was 500ms post stimulus onset) was compared to the firing rate during 
the baseline ITI period (middle 500ms) using a two-tailed paired t-test (p < 0.05). VR neurons 




















Figure 3.2. Behavioural IR Performance of the VW and ENTO/MVL birds. The VW group 
consisted of four birds, while the collapsed ENTO/MVL group consisted of the ten ENTO and 
ENTO/MVL birds. Error bars represent standard error. 
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than the average baseline ITI response, or inhibitory if the average response in the stimulus 
period was less than the average baseline response. 
Table 3.2 shows the number and type of cells recorded from each of the three regions. 
Although visual responsivity was greatest in MVL (64%), followed by ENTO (63%) and VW 
(53%), a Chi-squared test revealed no significant differences in the proportion of neurons that 
were VR between the three regions, χ2  (2) = 3.0, p = 0.22. With respect to excitatory and 
inhibitory cells, ENTO exhibited a greater proportion of inhibitory neurons, whereas MVL 
showed the opposite trend with a clear and greater proportion of excitatory cells, and VW 
showed an even proportion of inhibitory and excitatory neurons. A Chi-squared test revealed a 
significant difference in the relative number of excitatory and inhibitory neurons isolated in 
each of the three regions, χ2		(2) = 21.44, p < 0.001.  
 
 
Table 3.2. Total number and type of cells recorded from the three regions of interest. VR is 
visually responsive, Non-VR is non visually responsive, E is excitatory, and I is inhibitory. 
 Number of Cells 
Region VR Non-VR E I Total 
ENTO  88 (63%) 52 (37%) 35 (40%) 53 (60%) 140 
MVL  77 (64%) 44 (36%) 58 (75%) 19 (25%) 121 
VW 51 (53%) 45 (47%) 26 (51%) 25 (49%) 96 
 
 
Figure 3.3 shows an example of an MVL neuron that displayed excitatory activity over 
an experimental session. The firing rate increases significantly in the stimulus (SF) period 
relative to the baseline ITI (I) period for all 20 presented stimuli. There was no evidence of a 
response during the pause (P) period relative to the baseline ITI period, but the neuron does 
show an increase in firing during the reward (RW) period when grain was delivered after 
pecking the grey square.  
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Figure 3.3. Raster (top) and histogram (bottom) plots of an MVL neuron classed as excitatory. Each 
period displayed (ITI, pause, stimulus and reward) consists of a 1500ms time period in which the 
analysis window was the first 500ms. The neuron displays excitatory firing at a significant level during 
the stimulus period (the average response to stimuli in the stimulus period was greater than the average 
baseline ITI response). The periods throughout an experimental session are plotted along the X-axis: 
I: inter-trial interval, P: pause, SF: stimulus period, RW: reward. The 20 stimuli are plotted along the 
Y-axis (5 groupings each containing 4 stimuli): H: human stimuli, HS: human scrambled, P: pigeon 
stimuli, PS: pigeon scrambled stimuli, and S: sine grating stimuli. 
Figure 3.4. Raster (top) and histogram (bottom) plots of an MVL neuron classed as inhibitory. Each 
period displayed (ITI, pause, stimulus and reward) consists of a 1500ms time period in which the 
analysis window was the first 500ms. The neuron displayed an inhibitory response at a significant level 
during the stimulus period (the average response to stimuli in the stimulus period was less than the 
average baseline ITI response). The periods throughout an experimental session are plotted along the 
X-axis: I: inter-trial interval, P: pause, SF: stimulus period, RW: reward. The 20 stimuli are plotted 
along the Y-axis (5 groupings each containing 4 stimuli): H: human stimuli, HS: human scrambled, P: 
pigeon stimuli, PS: pigeon scrambled stimuli, and S: sine grating stimuli. 
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Figure 3.4 shows an example of an MVL neuron that displayed inhibitory activity over 
an experimental session. The firing rate decreases significantly in the SF period relative to the 
baseline I period for all 20 presented stimuli. Relative to the baseline I period, the neuron shows 
a slight decrease in responses during the P period and an increase in firing during the RW 
period when grain was delivered after pecking the grey square.  
To gauge how regions, on average, responded during different periods of the task we 
constructed population plots by averaging activity across all excitatory VR-neurons, inhibitory 
VR-neurons, as well as non-VR neurons within each region. The population plot of the 140 
ENTO, 121 MVL and 96 VW cells is shown in Figure 3.5. To remind the reader, a neuron was 
classed as excitatory, inhibitory or non-VR on the basis of how it responded during the SF 
period, so how a neuron responded during this period in the population plots is predictable, and 
so we will limit our discussion to the other periods.  
Across all three areas, excitatory activity increased during the SF and RW periods. The 
pattern for inhibitory activity was somewhat different across the three regions. Showing a 
similar pattern to excitatory activity, inhibitory activity decreased in all three areas across the 
SF and P periods. It is the RW period however when grain was delivered that there were 
varying patterns of firing across the three regions. For ENTO cells (Figure 3.5A), what was 
inhibitory activity within the SF period switched to an excitatory response during the RW 
period. In contrast to MVL (Figure 3.5B) and VW (Figure 3.5C), the overall population of 
inhibitory cells within ENTO showed mainly excitatory activity during the RW period. Visual 
neurons have been shown to code for reward information, which would explain the switch from 
an inhibitory mode of firing to an to excitatory mode of firing within the RW period. For MVL 
cells, the firing rate of inhibitory cells returns to baseline activity during the RW period. In 
contrast, for VW cells, activity is shown to decrease further from the SF period to the RW 
period.  
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Figure 3.5. Population plots for all three regions. (A) Population plot for all ENTO neurons (B). 
Population plot for all MVL neurons. (C) Population plot for all VW neurons. The population 
plots show activity for VR (excitatory and inhibitory) and non-VR (nothing) cells. The periods 
throughout an experimental session are plotted along the X-axis: I: inter-trial interval, P: pause, 
SF: stimulus period, RW: reward. On the Y-axis the normalised firing rate is plotted. The firing 
rate of each neuron was first normalised relative to the baseline ITI period. To normalise the 
firing rate of a neuron we took its highest firing observed within the ITI period and divided every 
firing rate value produced by the neuron throughout a session by this value. By normalising the 
firing rates, neurons with different baseline ITI firing rates can now be directly compared as 
we’ve scaled them relative to the maximum value observed in the ITI. In doing so we avoid 
neurons with a very low or very high firing rate skewing the data, allowing us to know that each 
cell is contributing equally to the average. 
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3.3.2. Incidence of Category Cells: Analysis. The population plots are informative as 
a picture of how certain cell types, on average, respond within a region, but they do not speak 
to whether the three areas differ in terms of category specific cells, especially since the three 
areas did not differ in terms of the percentage of VR neurons.  
We next assessed category preference/selectivity exhibited by the VR neurons in 
ENTO, MVL and VW. Our aim was to understand whether any of the 216 VR cells isolated 
showed a significant effect of category preference or selectivity, i.e. whether any single cell 
fired at a significant level to any particular category of stimuli, and if so, were such cells 
prominent in any of the three areas examined.  
We classified category preference/selectivity in the following manner. For the five 
categories of stimuli (human/H, pigeon/P, human scrambled/HS, pigeon scrambled/PS and 
sine/S), our analysis was done by collapsing the four stimuli from within each category together 
and comparing the responses of cells to each of the five categories using a one-way ANOVA 
(p < 0.5) with category (5: H, P, HS, PS and S) as a factor. A significant effect of Category was 
then further evaluated using a Post-Hoc Tukey test, also evaluated at p < 0.5. Naturally, there 
are many possible combinations of significant/non-significant categories, and so in order to 
understand the data, it is first necessary to explain the system that was used to class each cell.  
Table 3.3 is an example of the type of table used to summarise the number of category 
cells within each of the brain areas. In the first column you have the category groupings which 
list the five categories and the fifteen possible single and paired combinations of these 
categories. Along the top row the  “>1”, “>2”, “>3” and “>4” classifications signifying the 
response of a cell and it’s preference or selectivity towards each of the categories.  
The first five rows of Table 3.3 are relatively straightforward. Take the case of a neuron 
that responds to the H category significantly different from any of the other four categories. 
Such a neuron represents the most selective version of a neuron, and would be classified as H 
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>4. For single categories (the first five rows), the >4 classification represents the most selective 
form of a category and is hence shaded grey. Cells in this region are known as category-
selective cells, where a cell shows selectivity to one category over all the others.  
 
Table 3.3. Example of the table used to class data for ‘category preference’ and ‘category 
selective’ cells. 
Category Grouping >1 >2 >3 >4 
H     
HS     
P     
PS     
S     
H/HS     
H/P     
H/PS     
H/S     
HS/P     
HS/PS     
HS/S     
P/PS     
P/S     
PS/S     
 
 
In contrast to the category-selective cells, the >1, >2 and >3 classifications signify 
category-preference cells. Take the case where a cell is classified as an HS >1 neuron. The 
classification scheme of such a neuron is best understood by referring to the output of the Tukey 
test for such a cell, shown in Figure 3.6. Here the cell responds to category HS significantly 
more than to category H, with the response to the other three categories being no different from 
the response to HS and at the same time being no different to the response to H. Naturally, the 
question stands then as to why such a cell is not classed as H >1 neuron?  
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What determines the direction is whether the cell was classed as inhibitory or 
excitatory, something we already know from our original analysis. If the cell was classed as 
inhibitory, the response to one (or more) of the other categories would be significantly less, 
whereas for an excitatory cell the response to other categories would be significantly greater. 
Figure 3.6 represents an excitatory cell, so the response to the HS category (the blue line to the 
right) is significantly greater than the H category (the red line to the left), but the response to 














A >2 classification is simply then where the response to one category (i.e. H) is 
significantly different from two other categories (i.e. P/PS), with the response to the remaining  
two categories (HS/S) being no different than the response to H or P/PS. For single categories, 
the last classification is >3. Take the situation where a cell is classified as an HS >3 neuron. 
Figure 3.6. Tukey post-hoc graph showing a HS >1 response. Along the y-axis the five 
category groups are plotted while the x-axis plots the category group mean (the average firing 
rate in Hz). The response to the HS category was significantly greater (excitatory) than the 
response to the H category but overlaps with the remaining three categories (P, PS and S). 
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The output of the Tukey test for such a >3 cell is shown in Figure 3.7. Here the cell responds 
to the HS category significantly less (as it is an inhibitory cell) than the H, P and S categories, 









 The remaining 10 rows of Table 3.3 represent all other possible paired combinations 
of cell preference/selectivity we found within our data set. The combination of two categories 
signifies a situation where the response to two categories was driving the effect. Take the case 
of a neuron that responds to the HS/PS categories significantly different from any of the other 
three categories (H, P and S). Such a neuron would be classed as HS/PS >3. For situations 
where two categories are driving the effect, the >3 classification represents the most selective 
form of a category and is hence shaded grey. Cells in this region are known as category-
selective cells, where a cell shows selectivity towards two categories over all others.  
Figure 3.7. Tukey post-hoc graph showing HS >3 response. Along the y-axis the five category 
groups are plotted while the x-axis plots the category group mean (the average firing rate in 
Hz). The response to the HS category was significantly less (inhibitory) than the response to 
the H, P and S categories but overlapped with the PS category. 
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Now take the situation of a category-preference cell, such as a HS/PS > 1 neuron. The 
output of the Tukey test for such a cell is shown in Figure 3.8. Here the cell responds to 
categories HS/PS significantly less than the H category (as it was an inhibitory cell), with the 
response to the P/S categories being no different from the response to the HS/PS categories at 
the same time as being no different to the H category.  
 
 
Finally, take a situation where a cell is classed under a >2 classification. A >2 
classification is where the response to two categories (i.e. H/HS) is significantly different from 
two other categories (i.e. P/PS), but the fifth remaining category (S) would overlap with all 
four categories. Again, in the case of two categories driving the response of a neuron, the >1, 
and >2 classifications signify cells we call category-preference cells, where a cell shows a 
preference for two categories over others.    
Figure 3.8. Tukey post-hoc graph showing a HS/PS >1 response. Along the y-axis the five 
category groups are plotted while the x-axis plots the category group mean (the average firing 
rate in Hz). The response to the HS and PS category was significantly less (inhibitory) than the 
response to the H category but overlapped with the P and S category. 
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3.3.3. Incidence of Category Cells: Data. Table 3.4 displays the distribution of 
category preference/selectivity cells in ENTO. Overall, 8/88 (9%) of the VR cells were classed 
as category-preference cells. No category-selective (>4 for single categories, or >3 for paired 
categories) cells were isolated within ENTO. Only one cell showed a preferential response to 
categories that contained images of whole faces (the H and P categories). Three cells showed 
a strong category-preference (>3), one cell within each of the HS, PS and S categories. The 
general trend for category cells in  ENTO region is a preference towards scrambled and sine 
categories, as seven out of the eight cells (88%) isolated responded significantly to these 
features.  
 
Table 3.4. Category grouping preference/selectivity for the 8 VR ENTO cells.   
Category Grouping >1 >2 >3 >4 
H  1   
HS 1  1  
P     
PS 1  1  
S 1  1  
H/HS     
H/P     
H/PS     
H/S     
HS/P     
HS/PS 1    
HS/S     
P/PS     
P/S     
PS/S     
 
 
Table 3.5 displays the distribution of category preference/selectivity in MVL. Overall, 
20/77 (26%) of the VR cells were classed as category-preference/selective cells. In terms of 
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category-selective cells, the highest number was found within the MVL region. Four category-
selective cells were isolated, all of which fall under the same classification of  HS/PS >3. 
Compared to the ENTO region, more cells within MVL showed a preference towards 
categories that contained images of whole faces (six cells: two responded best to the H category 
and four to the P category). Overall though, the general trend of the MVL region was, like 
ENTO, a preference for scrambled images, as 11/20 (55%) cells isolated responded 
significantly to a scrambled category.  
 
Table 3.5. Category grouping preference/selectivity for the 20 VR MVL cells.   
Category Grouping >1 >2 >3 >4 
H 2    
HS 1 1 1  
P  3 1  
PS  2 1  
S 2 1   
H/HS     
H/P     
H/PS     
H/S     
HS/P 1    
HS/PS   4  
HS/S     
P/PS     
P/S     
PS/S     
 
 
Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.10 give an example of a category-selective and category-
preference cell respectively that were isolated from within the MVL region. Figure 3.9A shows 
an example of a category-selective cell that was classified as a HS/PS > 3 neuron using a 
raster/histogram plot, while Figure 3.9B shows the Tukey post-hoc graph for the same neuron.  
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In Figure 3.9A we can see that the neuron displayed greater excitatory activity during 
the SF period (relative to the baseline I period) for the HS and PS categories. As determined 
by a one-way ANOVA we know that there was a statistically significant difference between 
the five category group means (F(4,155) = 16.2, p < 0.01). The Tukey post-hoc test as shown 
in Figure 3.10B then helped to confirm which category or categories the neuron displayed a 
preference for or selectivity towards. In Figure 3.9B we can see that the neuron displays a 
significantly greater (an excitatory cell) response to the HS/PS categories compared to the 
remaining three categories (H/P/S) and is hence classified as a HS/PS > 3 neuron (a category-
selective cell).  
Figure 3.10A shows an example of category-preference cell that was classified as a P 
>2 neuron using a raster/histogram plot, while Figure 3.10B shows the Tukey post-hoc graph 
for the same neuron. In Figure 3.10A we can see the neuron displays excitatory activity across 
all experimental periods for all categories. Compared to the category-selective neuron in Figure 
3.9A, the preference of the neuron in Figure 3.10A is harder to pin point. As determined by a 
one-way ANOVA, we know that there is a statistically significant difference between the five 
category group means (F(4,155) = 4.16, p = 0.0032).  
The Tukey post-hoc test as shown in Figure 3.10B then helped to confirm which 
category or categories the neuron displayed a preference for or selectivity towards. In Figure 
3.10B we can see that the neuron displays a significantly greater (an excitatory cell) response 
to the P category compared to the PS/S categories, while the response to the H/HS categories 
was no different to the P and PS/S categories. The cell was hence classified as a P > 2 neuron 
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Figure 3.9. Raster/histogram plot (A) and a Tukey post-hoc graph (B) of an MVL neuron 
classed as category-selective (HS/PS > 3). A) The raster (top) and histogram (bottom) plot for 
a category-selective neuron classified as HS/PS >3. Each period displayed (ITI, pause, 
stimulus and reward) consists of a 1500ms time period in which the analysis window was the 
first 500ms. The periods throughout an experimental session are plotted along the X-axis: I: 
inter-trial interval, P: pause, SF: stimulus period, RW: reward. The 20 stimuli are plotted along 
the Y-axis (5 groupings each containing 4 stimuli): H: human stimuli, HS: human scrambled, 
P: pigeon stimuli, PS: pigeon scrambled stimuli, and S: sine grating stimuli. B) Tukey post-
hoc graph showing the HS/PS >3 neuron. Along the y-axis the five category groups are plotted 
while the x-axis plots the category group mean (the average firing rate in Hz). 
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Figure 3.10. Raster/histogram plot (A) and a Tukey post-hoc graph (B) of an MVL neuron 
classed as a category-preference cell (P > 2). A) The raster (top) and histogram (bottom) plot 
for a category-preference neuron classified as P >2. Each period displayed (ITI, pause, stimulus 
and reward) consists of a 1500ms time period in which the analysis window was the first 500ms. 
The periods throughout an experimental session are plotted along the X-axis: I: inter-trial 
interval, P: pause, SF: stimulus period, RW: reward. The 20 stimuli are plotted along the Y-
axis (5 groupings each containing 4 stimuli): H: human stimuli, HS: human scrambled, P: 
pigeon stimuli, PS: pigeon scrambled stimuli, and S: sine grating stimuli. B) Tukey post-hoc 
graph showing the P >2 neuron. Along the y-axis the five category groups are plotted while the 
x-axis plots the category group mean (the average firing rate in Hz). 
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Table 3.6 displays the distribution of category preference/selectivity cells in  VW cells.  
Overall, 4/51 (8%) of the VR cells were classed as category preference/selective cells. As few 
cells were isolated within the VW region it is difficult to observe a general trend of preference 
or selectivity towards a specific category of stimuli. Out of the small number of cells that were 
isolated however, three out of the four cells (75%) responded to a scrambled category: two 
displaying category-preference (HS/PS >1 and HS/S > 2) and one displaying category-
selectivity (HS/PS > 3). The remaining fourth cell showed a preference towards the H category 
that contained images of whole faces.  
 
Table 3.6. Category grouping preference/selectivity for the 4 VR VW cells.   
Category Grouping >1 >2 >3 >4 
H 1    
HS     
P     
PS     
S     
H/HS     
H/P     
H/PS     
H/S     
HS/P     
HS/PS 1  1  
HS/S  1   
P/PS     
P/S     
PS/S     
 
 
Figure 3.11 compares the total number of category-preference/selective cells that were 
isolated within each region. Overall it is clear that MVL displayed the highest proportion of 
category preference/selective cells in total (20/77; 26%), followed by ENTO (8/88; 9%) and 
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then VW (4/51; 8%). When comparing the three regions, a Chi-squared test revealed a 
significant difference in the proportion of VR cells that showed category preference/selectivity, 
χ2		(2) = 11.85, p < 0.001.  To further elucidate the source of the significance, we conducted 
three 2x2 chi-square tests. A Chi-squared test revealed a significant difference in the proportion 
of VR cells that showed category preference/selectivity between MVL and ENTO, χ2		(1) = 
8.31, p < 0.05, and MVL and VW, χ2		(1) = 6.62, p < 0.05. No significant difference was found 
between ENTO and VW when comparing the proportion of VR cells that showed category 
preference/selectivity, χ2		(1) = 0.06, p = 0.80.  
 
 
Although the responses of neurons within MVL showed greater preference and 
selectivity towards categories than both ENTO and VW, they were not exclusively selective 
for human or pigeon faces. For many MVL neurons, as mentioned, scrambled images produced 
the best response. Indeed, although fewer in numbers, cells in ENTO and VW also tended to 
prefer scrambled images. Figure 3.12 compares the percentage of VR cells across the three 































Figure 3.11. A comparison of the number of category preference/selective cells that were 
isolated across the three regions. 
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across the three regions, MVL displays the highest percentage of cells that responded to 
scrambled categories (14%), while ENTO and VW displayed an equal percentage (6%). A chi-
squared test however revealed no significant difference in the proportion of scrambled and non-
scrambled cells between the three regions, χ2		(2) = 4.50, p = 0.11. Thus, although MVL had a 
significantly higher proportion of category-preference/selective cells, there was no statistically 
significant difference in the proportion of cells in each region that responded to scrambled and 
































Scrambled Cells Non-Scrambled Cells
Figure 3.12. Comparison of the percentage of scrambled vs non-scrambled cells across the 
three regions. The three brain regions are plotted along the X-axis, while the percentage of 
VR cells is plotted along the Y-axis. The percentages displayed are expressed as a percentage 
of the VR cells within each region (as the number of VR differed between the three regions).  
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4.1. Summary of Results  
 
 In the present study we performed electrophysiological recordings from ENTO, MVL 
and VW in freely moving pigeons to explore the role of these regions in category learning and 
what they contribute to category processing. In particular, we examined whether the avian brain 
contains a region selective for pigeon or human faces. We recorded from a total of 140 cells in 
ENTO, 121 in MVL and 96 in VW during a passive visual looking task that presented birds 
with five categories of stimuli: human, human scrambled, pigeon, pigeon scrambled and sine 
gratings. Our task was adapted from and incorporated the methods of two previous studies 
(Clark et al., 2019; Scarf et al., 2016) in the hopes of improving some of the factors that may 
have limited the ability of previous work to find face-selective cells in the avian brain.  
A neuron was classed as visually-responsive (VR) if the firing rate over all of the 160 
trials in the stimulus period was significantly greater than the neuron’s firing rate during the 
baseline ITI period. In analysing visual responsivity, 88/140 (63%) neurons were classed as 
VR in ENTO, 77/121 (64%) in MVL and 51/96 (53%) in VW. A neuron was classed as 
category-selective if the response of a neuron to a single (or paired) category grouping was 
significantly greater/less than all  four (or three for paired situations) of the other category 
groupings. A neuron was classed as showing a category-preference if the response to a single 
(or paired) category grouping was significantly different than one, two or three of the other 
category groupings. From the total number of VR cells recorded, the number of cells that 
showed category-selectivity or a category-preference within each region were as follows: 8/88 
(9%) within ENTO, 20/77 (26%) within MVL and 4/51 (8%) within VW.  
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Two main considerations were made when examining the potential underlying factors 
that could influence the number of category-selective/preference cells isolated within each 
region. Firstly, no statistical difference was found between the inhibition ratios (IRs) of the 
ENTO/MVL group and the VW group and so the difference in the number of category-selective 
and category-preference cells could not be attributed to any behavioural differences between 
the groups of birds. Secondly, although visual responsivity was shown to be greatest in MVL 
(64%), followed by ENTO (63%) and VW (53%), no significant difference was found between 
the proportion of VR cells between the three regions. Hence, we could not attribute any 
difference in the number of category cells isolated between the three regions to a difference in 
the proportion of VR cells.   
In regard to the trends within our data, overall it was clear that the MVL region 
displayed the highest proportion of category-preference and category-selective cells. Our 
analysis determined a significant difference between the proportion of VR cells that showed 
category preference/selectivity in the MVL region versus the ENTO and VW regions. MVL 
also displayed the highest number of category-selective cells compared to ENTO and VW. In 
fact, no category-selective cells were isolated in ENTO and only one category-selective cell 
was isolated in the VW.  
The higher proportion of VR cells within MVL that are selective/show a preference for 
category groupings suggests that the region of the brain responsible for categorisation and 
category-learning may lie within higher-order visual areas such as MVL, compared to earlier 
visual areas such as ENTO and VW. Despite the regional differences in category-selective and 
category-preference cells, there was no evidence in any of the three regions examined for 
“face” cells, that is, neurons that responded exclusively to human or pigeon faces. Indeed, if 
anything, the overall trend of the three regions was a preference or selectivity towards 
scrambled images - a finding that will be discussed in more detail in section 4.3.  
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4.2. Comparison to Previous Research  
4.2.1. Comparison to Previous Category-Representation Research. In the outer 
areas of the avian visual system there are several higher-order regions that receive input from 
ENTO, one of which is MVL. To date though, there is very little evidence for categorical object 
representation in any higher-level region of the avian brain. However, many studies have 
shown that birds and primates display similar cognitive abilities despite their neuroanatomical 
differences. Consequently, it is reasonable to think that birds may represent categories at a 
neuronal level similar to primates (Azizi et al., 2019). With respect to categorisation, our 
current study found similar results to that of Azizi et al. (2019) who aimed to close the gap 
between categorisation research in non-primate animals by examining which stage of the 
tectofugal pathway category information was represented in the avian brain.  
In their experiment, they compared a population of ENTO cells with a population of 
MVL cells. Azizi et al. (2019) found that the population of MVL cells displayed categorical 
representations of complex visual stimuli, in their case photographs depicting real world 
objects. In particular, the population of MVL cells showed significant categorisation along the 
animate/inanimate border, and seemed to be driven by the “human” category. In ENTO 
however, they found no distinction between categories at a population level. Similar to Azizi 
et al. (2019), our current study found that the MVL region displayed the highest proportion of 
category preference/selective cells, with  the responses of MVL neurons showing a 
significantly greater preference and selectivity towards categories compared to that of the 
ENTO and VW neurons. However, although both studies showed that MVL may play a role in 
category representation, neither study was able to find single-cells that were specific to faces 
alone in a manner that is similar to those found in category-selective areas within the primate 
IT cortex (Tsao et al. 2006).  
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4.2.2. Facial Representation: Comparison to Previous Attempts at Finding “Face 
Cells”. Despite the fact the MVL region may have a role in category representation, we are yet 
to find any evidence for the perception of “face cells” in MVL, ENTO or VW. As previously 
discussed, there has been two prior attempts at determining whether the avian brain contains 
face-selective cells – Scarf et al. (2016) and Clark et al. (2019). Unfortunately, both studies 
failed in their attempts to find any cells selective for faces in any of the regions recorded from. 
Part of the problem was that both the Scarf et al. (2016) and Clark et al. (2019) studies had 
inherent procedural issues that may have precluded them from finding “face cells”. Scarf et al. 
(2016) examined four areas of the avian pallium: ENTO, arcopallium, NFL and the 
hippocampus. From the straightforward looking task used in Scarf et al. (2016) two main issues 
arose. The first issue was that there was no clear way of knowing that the birds were actually 
paying attention to the stimuli when it was presented, and the second issue was that the analysis 
period (300ms prior to the birds response) may have been too short to reliably extract category 
information.  
Clark et al. (2019) undertook a second study meant to address some of the procedural 
concerns of the Scarf et al. (2016) study. As in Scarf et al. (2016), four regions of the avian 
brain were examined, two of which were the same, ENTO and NFL, and two of which were 
different, MVL and the TPO area.  Instead of a basic visual looking task, Clark et al. (2019) 
introduced a Go/No Go visual discrimination task that required birds to discriminate between 
two pigeon faces. Additionally, a white orienting stimulus was introduced that birds had to 
peck three times at before the category stimuli were presented. Introducing the visual 
discrimination task helped to solve the first problem presented by Scarf et al. (2016) as it meant 
the birds were required to pay attention to at least some aspect of the stimuli during the task. 
Although the orienting stimulus permitted analysis during the period when the stimuli were 
first presented, due to the quick latency in which the birds responded to stimuli, the problem 
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of a short analysis period still remained (300ms post stimulus onset). Consequently it may have 
been that the short analysis period was not accurately measuring the time period in which 
responses of face-selective neurons were occurring, which may in turn also account for Clark 
et al.’s (2019) failure to find face-selective cells within the avian brain.  
In the current study, we further refined the methods from Scarf et al. (2016) and Clark 
et al. (2019) to improve on some of the inherent issues that may have previously accounted for 
a failure to find “face cells”, especially the issue concerning the short analysis period. Our 
experimental design reverted back to a passive looking task as in Scarf et al. (2016), with the 
inclusion of an orienting stimulus as in Clark et al. (2019) and a new Go cue that we hoped 
would increase stimulus viewing time and thereby extend the available analysis period. The 
orienting stimulus was included to orient the bird towards the screen, while the Go cue ensured 
the bird had to stay focused on the stimuli until they were then required to make a response. 
Furthermore, the combination of the random pause period and repeat of the trial if pecks were 
made before the Go cue, forced the bird to attend to the stimulus and withhold their response. 
The combination of all of these factors allowed the analysis period to be extended from 300ms 
to 1.5 s. Despite our improvements, similar to Scarf et al. (2016) and Clark et al. (2019), the 
present study also failed to find cells that were selective to human or pigeon faces.  
4.3. Speculations for the Failure to Find Face cells.  
 
 The question remains as to why previous research has continued to fall short in 
revealing the neural mechanisms that underly category representation and facial processing in 
the avian brain. When discussing such a question, there are various factors that arise from the 
current study that need to be considered.  
4.3.1. Methodological Concerns and the Development of Advanced Techniques. 
Although our current method was developed to overcome the issues inherent in the previous 
attempts at finding avian “face cells”, we still faced one major issue – we did not have complete 
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control over where the bird was looking during the task and for how long it looked at the 
stimuli. Despite out best efforts to ensure the bird was attending to stimuli when it was 
presented, with the addition of the orienting stimulus and Go cue, in the absence of eye-tracking 
techniques it is impossible to know where the bird was actually looking and for how long. In 
the time between pecking the white orienting stimulus to begin a trial to when the grey Go cue 
was presented, the bird could have just as easily been looking away from the centre screen and 
the stimuli, as birds often moved freely around the operant chamber  
That said, we routinely looked at the pigeons through CCTV and, at least to us, it did 
seem that the procedural modifications put in place were having the desired effect and that the 
birds were attending to stimuli waiting for the appearance of the grey square. Nevertheless, our 
failure to find cells selective to faces in the avian brain could be due to not yet having the 
optimal experimental design that would allow us to record the truest representation of visual 
neural activity. In primate psychological research, visual looking tasks are commonly assessed 
using eye-tracking techniques that allow researchers to understand what the animal was 
viewing and for how long when single-cell recordings are taken (Hung et al., 2015).  
Tyrell, Butler, Yorzinski and Fernández-Juricic (2014) presented a novel and non-
invasive eye-tracking system capable of tracking the gaze of laterally-eyed vertebrates, such as 
the pigeon, that could be utilised in combination with a passive visual looking task. If we are 
able to replicate a similar experimental design as used in past and current primate research, we 
may be more likely to find evidence for face-selective neurons or face “patches” as displayed 
within the extrastriate cortex of the primate brain (Hung et al., 2015). Additionally, the use of 
fMRI to target the face-selective patches within the primate brain in conjunction with 
electrophysiological recordings was crucial in revealing the computational principles in which 
object and category representation occur (Clark & Colombo, 2020). The application of more 
advanced techniques such as eye-tracking and fMRI to future experimental paradigms will be 
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critical in developing our understanding of category and object representation in non-primate 
species.  
4.3.2. Are Faces Important For Birds? Holistic facial recognition is a crucial skill in 
primate social cognition that allows individuals to form long-lasting relationships and bonds, 
with faces playing a critical role in conspecific recognition and social hierarchies within the 
animal kingdom (Parr, 2011). Through the course of primate evolution, the neural mechanisms 
specialised for facial recognition are believed to have developed due to the paramount 
importance placed on the ability to recognise faces (Tsao et al., 2006; Tsao et al., 2008). Like 
primates, birds also display a high sensitivity to biologically relevant visual cues such as faces. 
Behavioural studies have shown that faces play an essential role in social signalling for birds 
(Shimizu, Patton & Husband, 2010), courtship behaviour (Patton, Szafranski & Shimizu, 2010) 
and imprinting responses (Rosa-Salva, Regolin & Vallortigara, 2010). If the same level of 
importance is placed on facial sensitivity in birds, the question stands as to how an avian species 
represents higher-level categories/objects and whether such mechanisms resemble the 
principles of category representation in primates.  
4.3.3. Have We Not Found the Right Area? Despite research that has begun to map 
the early visual system and neural circuits in the avian brain, there is still a very limited 
understanding of higher-level object recognition in birds (Clark & Colombo, 2020). Within the 
primate visual system the ventral, or “what” pathway, is made up of hierarchical stages that 
encode increasingly complex information in regard to category and object identity 
(Kriegeskorte et al., 2008). At its lowest level, thalamic input enters through the PVC (V1) 
where neurons display selectivity to orientation and direction of simple stimuli such as edges 
and lines (Felleman, 2009). Information is then projected to higher order associative visual 
areas referred to as the extrastriate cortex, where the analysis and processing of visual signals 
is believed to occur (Orban, 2008).  
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Like the primate visual system, the early stages of the avian visual system has been 
shown to segregate aspects of form, colour and motion in a way that resembles the parallel 
processing displayed by the primate dorsal and ventral stream (Nguyen et al., 2004). Whether 
such types of processing channels extend to higher-order visual association areas within the 
avian brain to support category and object recognition however is still unknown. In the current 
study, all three regions displayed a preference or selectivity towards scrambled images, which 
compared to the stimuli containing whole images, i.e. human and pigeon faces, contain various 
lines and edges throughout the image. We can then ask the question that if the avian visual 
association system represents the features of objects in a similar way to that of the primate 
visual system – is it possible that we have we only just begun to examine regions within the 
earlier stages of the avian visual system, and are yet to find the area in which higher-order 
visual representation is occurring? 
Within the avian visual system, visual information travels past ENTO through the 
tectofugal pathway to three final visual association areas: MVL, NFL and the TPO area. Very 
few studies have been conducted on these areas, but those that have support to the view that 
these high-order visual areas may be functionally similar to the primate extrastriate cortex, an 
area that contains the neural circuits capable of category and object representation (Clark & 
Colombo, 2018). The only previous attempts at directly examining facial processing in an avian 
species did examine the MVL, NFL and TPO regions (Scarf et al., 2016; Clark et al., 2019), 
however their failure to find category-specific or “face” cells was largely attributed to 
methodological issues as discussed.  
In the primate brain, neurons in the extrastriate cortex have been shown to respond best 
to images of whole objects and show reduced responses to scrambled images (Rosa, 2002). 
Our pattern of results suggests that some MVL cells respond to images of whole objects best, 
i.e. those that respond best (but not selectively) to pigeon and human faces, while other cells 
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respond best to more low-level visual features such as the edges or corners of the scrambled 
images or bars of different spatial frequency within the sine gratings. Compared to the ENTO 
and VW regions, MVL showed greater selectivity to stimuli and more “category cells”, which 
suggests it as an area of higher order visual processing that supports categorisation. Such a 
pattern of selectivity however suggests that categorisation within MVL is not quite as 
dependent on the features of whole objects as in the extrastriate cortex of the primate brain 
given that many cells also respond best to scrambled images.   
Our current study, along with previous research (Azizi et al., 2019) presents additional 
evidence for MVL as a possible area of interest for further category-representation research. 
Although we have yet to demonstrate direct evidence for facial processing, initial data is 
beginning to show support for the encoding of categorical information in the high-order visual 
association areas of an avian species. Differential representation of categories has also been 
displayed within the NFL region when examining neural output (Koenen et al., 2016). By 
adopting a reverse engineering approach, Koenen et al. (2016) were able to examine 
categorisation learning and representation within the pigeon brain.  
Their approach did not require any form of differential responding and allowed them 
to record neural output while simply presenting stimuli to birds that consisted of pictorial and 
grating images. The results demonstrated categorical representation in the NFL region where 
pictorial stimuli were differentially represented from grating stimuli. Like our own results and 
that of Azizi et al. (2019), Koenen et al. (2016) were only able to show categorical 
representation of stimuli at a population level. Additionally, their stimuli did not include human 
or bird faces.  However, their relatively novel method of reverse engineering did help to show 
that the differential representation data obtained could have been driven by a pre-wired 
category/object representation in the avian brain. Furthermore, it is evidence to suggest that 
categorical representation is occurring to an extent in higher-order visual areas.  
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Further research surrounding category-representation in avian species has 
demonstrated that all three regions are active during visual discrimination tasks that involve 
complex stimuli. Using position emission tomography (PET), Marzluff, Miyaoka, Minoshima 
and Cross (2012) showed significant neuronal activation within the MVL and NFL region of 
crows during the presentation of stimuli containing images of human faces. As the birds were 
not presented with control images (i.e. non-human), it is not possible to confidently state the 
activity was representative of facial processing, however, it does highlight that activity is 
occurring during the processing of complex visual stimuli. The MVL, NFL and TPO regions 
also display activity on the genomic level during visual discrimination tasks (Stacho et al., 
2016). Stacho et al. (2016) used the early gene protein ZENK to capture activity of the MVL, 
NFL and TPO visual associative areas during a visual discrimination task. Although not 
stimulus dependent, they were able to demonstrate that all three areas were active during and 
hence contributing to the discrimination of static and moving stimuli. Taken altogether, we 
have evidence to suggest that there are several potential areas surrounding ENTO that may be 
contributing to category representation in a way that is functionally comparable to that of the 
primate visual system. In combination with more advanced experimental techniques, we may 
be on our way to unveiling the neural principles that underly category and potentially facial 
representation in the avian brain.  
4.3.4. Do the Computational Requirements Differ Between Primate and Avian 
Species? It is important to also consider the possibility that the failure to find “face cells” in 
the avian brain is because the avian visual system may not represent category information in 
the same way that the primate visual system does. It may be the case that category 
representation is only occurring at the population level instead of the single-cell level (Azizi et 
al., 2019), or that the avian brain represents objects/categories using a computational strategy 
that simply differs from that of the primate brain. Although it may be the case that we are yet 
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to discover the upstream region in which the neural circuits capable of higher-order processing 
reside, it could also be said that the current failure to find category-specific or “face cells” at 
the single cell level suggests the maintenance of hierarchal streams throughout the entire visual 
stream is not a computational requirement for complex vision (Statcho et al., 2016).  
Within the current study we saw a generalised preference/selectivity across the three 
regions to scrambled stimuli that contain many lines and edges throughout the images. Seminal 
work by Hubel and Wiesel (1959; 1962; 1965) presented edge detection as a computationally 
complex process seen within the earliest stages of the primate visual stream, noting edges as 
an important feature that helps to filter out irrelevant information while preserving the global 
and structural element of an object (Szymkowicz, Nissim & Woods, 2017). Our pattern of 
results trend towards the idea that higher-order visual areas within the avian visual stream, i.e. 
MVL, contain cells sensitive to the global features of objects such as lines and edges rather 
than individual local features such as eyes or the beak that were present in whole image stimuli. 
To deal with the pressure of miniaturised brains that came with evolution, it is possible that 
visual information is not segregated into different streams past the early visual areas of the 
avian brain (as in primates) to minimise long-term connections and save processing space 
(Stacho et al., 2016).  
4.4. Future Directions  
 
4.4.1. Future Work and Applications. Despite evidence to suggest its importance, 
due to the absence of sufficient comparative data between primate and non-primate species, 
we are yet to understand the way in which facial and category information is represented within 
the avian visual system. The development of techniques such as the use of fMRI in small animal 
research, eye-tracking systems, and comprehensive mapping of the receptive field 
characteristics of higher-order visual regions will be crucial in unveiling the mechanisms 
behind category and object recognition in avian species.  
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It is important for future research to also place focus on the potential alternative 
computational mechanisms that could underly visual recognition in avian species. For example, 
as the current study indicated that higher-order visual areas in the avian brain may be sensitive 
to the edges and lines within visual stimuli, perhaps cells within higher-order avian visual areas 
are sensitive to the spatial frequency of an image? By using images that have a progressive 
increase in the number of scrambled segments within them, i.e. the spatial frequency increases, 
a current ongoing study is examining whether spatial frequency is an underlying factor in the 
recognition of  visual stimuli for birds. If the avian visual stream contains cells which are 
sensitive to the spatial frequency of an image, it would be expected that cells which are 
sensitive to high spatial frequencies will increase their firing rates progressively as the number 
of scrambled segments increase and more edges and lines are distributed across an image.  
Outside of the development of comparative neuropsychology literature, understanding 
the avian visual system has a surprising connection to the field of artificial intelligence. 
Computer vision is a type of artificial intelligence that improves workplace environments by 
detecting hazards and elimination human error in challenging tasks (DiCarlo, Zoccolan & Rust, 
2012). The make-up of such a software is based on the biological processes that occur in the 
primate visual system, and works by gradually identifying increasingly complex patterns in 
images and videos (DiCarlo et al., 2012). If it is possible to examine and understand the neural 
mechanisms of a potentially more efficient visual system, such as the avian visual system, there 
may be the opportunity to further improve the efficiency of programs like computer vision. 
4.4.2. Concluding Thoughts. Perception of the visual world and the physiological 
mechanisms behind visual processing has been the focus of neuropsychological research for 
many decades. Despite exhibiting the neuronal organisation that is comparable to the primate 
visual cortex, it is still unclear as to whether the avian visual stream represents visual 
information in a way that parallels the primate visual stream, or whether the information is 
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represented using different computational principles. In our current experiment we hoped to 
shed light on how visual information is processed in a non-primate species, specifically the 
pigeon brain, with a focus on face-category representation. Although we were unsuccessful in 
our attempt to find face-selective cells (or face patches) similar to those found within the 
primate extrastriate cortex, we are making great strides in determining the neural mechanisms 
that underly visual recognition in avian species. As we continue to develop new and innovative 
techniques that are required to bridge the gap in our knowledge of the avian visual stream, our 
current understanding of the neural mechanisms behind visual processing in non-primate 
subjects will only grow, shedding light on how a species with a brain whose architecture is 
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